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LIFT and Team South Africa Announcement – LIFT is the Official Domestic 
Carrier for Team South Africa 
 
The sky's the limit for South Africa’s leading athletes and national sporting federations 
following the announcement of a partnership with LIFT, the country’s newest and most 
flexible airline. The South African Sports Confederation and Olympic Committee 
(SASCOC) and LIFT have partnered to transport athletes in both the Olympic and 
Paralympic teams. 
 
As of 1 August 2021, LIFT became the official domestic carrier of Team SA’s athletes.  
The first beneficiaries of the new relationship will be our returning Team SA athletes and 
medal winners followed by our Paralympians, who compete at the Tokyo Games from 
24 August. 
 
”I’m delighted that LIFT is now the official domestic carrier of Team SA,” says SASCOC 
President, Barry Hendricks.  
 
“These are truly exciting and inspiring times. LIFT is a dynamic and flexible new player 
in South Africa’s airline industry and their brand embodies the same hope and spirit as 
SASCOC and Team SA.” 
 
“We are thrilled to partner with SASCOC to transport our incredible Olympic and 
Paralympic athletes who have already brought so much joy to South Africans, and who 
have reignited our united spirit following a difficult time for our country. We hope that 
our athletes make it all the way to their respective finals, win medals and achieve their 
personal goals. We’re so happy to be a part of their journey and offer them great flight 
experiences and amazing flexibility,” says Jonathan Ayache - LIFT CEO 
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About LIFT Airline 
LIFT is operated by Global Airways. LIFT flights currently operate between Johannesburg 
and Cape Town.   
 
Global Airways has been a provider of ACMI (aircraft, crew, maintenance and insurance) 
services to airlines, locally and internationally since 2001 and is the largest dedicated 
ACMI specialist in South and Sub Saharan Africa. 
 
LIFT operates a fleet of Airbus A320 Aircraft, state-of-the-art 4th generation with fly-by-
wire control systems, Flight Envelope safety protection and 3B Auto-land certification 
that allows for safe landings in poor visibility conditions. Aircraft are fully compliant with 
current COVID-19 protocols. 
 
Flights can be changed or cancelled online more than 24 hours before departure with 
no added fees. Cancelled flights result in a credit to the customer being created. If there 
is a difference in fare on changed flights the difference is either payable by the customer 
or refunded to their credit account. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


